
              Wearable Tech Drops in Price as China Wholesaler Enters the Market 

 

Wearable tech is more affordable than it has ever been before thanks to China wearable device makers 

says China wholesale company Chinavasion. 

 

Interest in smart garments and wearable tech has exploded over the last twelve months with tech 

companies of all countries producing smart watches, watch phones, video glasses and more according 

to Chinavasion PR manager Rose Li. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Smart watches, which only reach their full potential when paired with a smart phone, cost anywhere 

between 150 and as much as 300, says Li.  

 

With prices between 500 and 1000 dollars she says video glasses are another gadget with an 

unnecessarily over-inflated price tag. 

 

While western electronic manufacturers attempt to justify prices with gimmicks like 3D capabilities or 

massive virtual screens, Li says China makers are able to provide these features with prices under 300 

USD. “3D video glasses don't need to cost a thousand dollars, the technology is available and works 

well at three hundred. 

 

And Li says while wearable gadgets have only started to capture the world's attention, they are 

essentially using technology that's tried, tested and not costly to produce. “Compact screens, small 

powerful batteries, and tiny silicon chips can all be put together as a pair of video glasses or a smart 

watch extremely well for a fairly low price.” 

 

“This is exactly what Chinavasion has done.” 

 

Working hard to offer customers the latest in technology, Li says Chinavasion now stocks smart 

watches, video glasses and watch phones on the company's website for half the price of any competitor. 

 

Buyers can still expect high quality, cutting edge devices though as Li says the company has built a 

strong reputation online for its fast shipping times, high quality products and world-class customer 

service. “With 360,000 registered customers Chinavasion has a strong reputation as a supplier of the 

latest gadgets.” 

 

“It's no wonder wearable gadgets have captured the 

world's imaginations over the last two years,” said 

Li. “There are a wider range of cool gadgets that are 

more powerful than anything we have seen in the 

past.” 

 

While wearable devices are on the very bleeding 

edge of cool technology most come with an equally 

high price tag according to Li, with gadget makers 

trading on both the novelty of the products and the 

company's branding. 

 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Wearable_Devices/


Li says this is something the company only adds when it adds a new product line. “Wearable gadgets 

are an exciting space to be in and it will be one the company will excel at.” 

 

With 360,000 registered customers from every corner of the world Chinavasion is your best source of 

wholesale wearable tech online. 


